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Wednesday, June 29th, 2016
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9 Qinghai Lu (just to the South of Nanjing West Road)
青海路 9 号, 近南京西路, 地铁二号线南京西路站
19:00 – Doors Open
19:15 – Lecture
20:00 – Q&A
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Please RSVP to Frank Tsai of Hopkins China Forum by writing to editor@shanghai-review.org.

Urban architectural facades constitute the material interfaces for public life, and their innovative
and changing characteristics result in urban vitality. Among urban regeneration programs, those
of façade renovation for everyday ordinary buildings seem trivial. Are they merely superficial city
beautification aiming at quick success? Do they have academic and social value? Can fragmental
architectural elements such as architectural surfaces achieve notable meaning and benefit to
urban social life without relying on interior space? Through introducing three façade renovation
projects and one temporary pavilion designed by Atelier Archmixing in Shanghai, the speaker
emphasizes their changing essence for both contemporary architecture and metropolitan life.
Hua Xiahong is Associate Professor of Architecture and Urban Planning at Tongji University. She
earned a PhD in Architectural History and Theory from Tongji Universitym, and has been a visiting
fellow at Yale University’s School of Architecture Her academic interests include “Contemporary
Architecture in Consumer Culture,” “Chinese Architects and Their Practices in Modern and
Contemporary Periods,” and “L.E Hudec’s Architecture in Shanghai.” She has co-authored five
books including Shanghai Hudec Architecture (2013) and co-translated two books. She is also the
cultural consultant for Atelier Archmixing and a part-time editor for Time Architecture Magazine.
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